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PERSPECTIVE

Envisioning a new era: Complete genetic information
from routine, telomere-to-telomere genomes

Karen H. Miga1,* and Evan E. Eichler2,3,*
Summary
Advances in long-read sequencing and assembly nowmean that individual labs can generate phased genomes that aremore accurate and

more contiguous than the original human reference genome. With declining costs and increasing democratization of technology, we

suggest that complete genome assemblies, where both parental haplotypes are phased telomere to telomere, will become standard in

human genetics. Soon, even in clinical settings where rigorous sample-handling standards must be met, affected individuals could

have reference-grade genomes fully sequenced and assembled in just a few hours given advances in technology, computational process-

ing, and annotation. Complete genetic variant discovery will transform how we map, catalog, and associate variation with human dis-

ease and fundamentally change our understanding of the genetic diversity of all humans.
Introduction

We are quickly moving past the celebration of the first

release of a complete, telomere-to-telomere (T2T) assembly

of a human genome to now anticipating the production

release of hundreds, if not thousands, of completely

sequenced human genomes. The development of

completely sequenced human T2T chromosomes repre-

sented a seed change in the field of human genetics

because, in principle, all forms of variation could be

discovered irrespective of class, frequency, or location.

The state of the art up to that point involved the produc-

tion of reference genomes organized into contigs where

gaps corresponded to some of the most highly repetitive

and structurally complex regions of the genome. Key to

resolving these was the development of long-read

sequencing. Long-read sequencing and assembly, while

still led by a small number of specialized sequencing cen-

ters,1–3 has made it possible to construct phased assemblies

from diploid genomes. Though currently more expensive

than short-read sequencing, the costs continue to drop

rapidly and throughput is increasing. With the anticipated

gains in genome technology, reaching complete T2T-

sequenced human genomes is expected to become more

accessible and routine. What will this mean for how we

map, catalog, and associate variation with human disease?

How will access to complete genome sequencing alter the

foundation of the future of precision medicine? And how

can we broaden access to the benefits of this emerging

technology?

We propose that over the next ten years, technological

gains in long-read sequencing technologies will deliver

routine access to T2T-phased genome assemblies. Ready ac-

cess and democratization of these complete assemblies

from researchers and clinicians around the world will be
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impactful in expanding variant discovery, understanding

genetic diversity, and broadening epigenetic characteriza-

tion. The potential for T2T genomes to completely capture

the full spectrum of human genetic variation is beginning

to transform the field of human genetics in terms of both

our comprehension of genetic variants and their func-

tional impact and howwe represent and associate this vari-

ation with human disease.
Access to complete genomes will improve genetic

association with human health and disease

At its most fundamental level, human genetics focuses on

establishing the link between genotype and phenotype.

The discovery of genetic variation, in turn, has always

been dependent on advances in technology. Although cy-

togenetics, microarrays, optical maps, and short-read

sequencing (e.g., Illumina and other sequencing plat-

forms) all provided access to different classes and types of

genetic variation, no method has been comprehensive in

terms of the types, classes, or sizes of variants it can

discover. Illumina whole-genome sequence provides, for

example, cost-effective and accurate access to single-nucle-

otide variants (SNVs)4 for 85%–90% of the genome. Larger

genetic variation classes, including specific repeat regions

like segmental duplications (and the genes therein), larger

mobile elements, centromeres, sites of heterochromatic

secondary constriction (i.e., chromosomes 1qh, 9qh,

16qh, and Yqh), and acrocentric portions of human chro-

mosomes, have been largely overlooked in variation

studies. This is due to their improper assembly in the hu-

man genome and the challenges of unambiguously hy-

bridizing arrays or mapping short-read sequences

(<250 bp), which are shorter than the repeats themselves.
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This has translated into a limited understanding of human

genetic variation and diversity and underlies some of the

missing heritability of disease for Mendelian and complex

genetic traits.5

Long-read sequencing technologies, such as nanopore

sequencing from Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT)6

and single-molecule, real-time (SMRT) sequencing tech-

nology from Pacific Biosciences (PacBio),7 are transforming

the field of human genetics. First, they increase the sensi-

tivity for the detection of structural variant changes (inser-

tions, deletions, and inversions >50 bp) by 2- to 3-fold.8,9

Structural variants are 3-fold more likely to underlie a

genome-wide association study (GWAS) signal and

50-fold more likely to affect the expression of a gene

than an SNV.10–13 This means that variants of larger effect

are being disproportionately uncovered as genomes are

sequenced with long reads. Second, both ONT and

PacBio involve the sequencing of native DNA (as opposed

to amplified material) where CpG methylation can be

readily distinguished. This so-called ‘‘fifth base’’ allows

epigenetic differences between individuals and tissue types

to be readily identified, leading to the discovery of new dis-

ease mechanisms that associate genetic variants with DNA

modifications. Finally, both the length and accuracy of cur-

rent long-read sequencing have meant that phased

genome assemblies can now be generated where both the

maternal and paternal haplotypes are resolved nearly

telomere to telomere.14 Furthermore, this can now be

done in the absence of parental data by assessing methyl-

ation status available from long-read sequence data from

imprinted loci within the phased genome assembly.15

This has had the transformational effect that we no longer

think of the human genome as 3 Gbp but rather 6 Gbp

where all variants are fully sequence resolved and phased

with respect to all other genetic differences on that

haplotype.

Genetic imputation is, in principle, no longer required to

reconstruct haplotypes and previously inaccessible regions

of our genome (Figure 1) can now be resolved and accessed

for genetic and epigenetic variation. This includes the

sequence resolution of complex regions, such as SMN1

and SMN2, important targets for gene therapy associated

with spinal muscular atrophy (SMA)16; the complete resolu-

tion of CGG repeat expansions in the fragile X syndrome

gene FMR1, as well as the repeat’s methylation status; and

the precise length and composition of the Kringle IV repeat

domain of lipoprotein A, the major genetic risk factor

associated with coronary heart disease and stroke risk

particularly in individuals of African American descent.17,18

In addition to these biomedically relevant regions, long

thought to be off limits to sequence, assembly, and genetic

association, we are now resolving the sequence and varia-

tion of other more complex segmental duplications,

acrocentric chromosomes,19–21 and centromeres22 for the

first time. The study of the short arms of the human acro-

centric chromosomes offers insight into shared, large ho-

mologous regions, including ribosomal DNA repeats and
The American Jour
near-identical blocks of segmental duplications and satel-

lite DNA.19,20,21 High-resolution maps of these regions

can reveal pseudo-homologous regions between short

arms,19,20 identifying arrangements that are compatible

with crossover in inverted duplications near previously re-

ported breakpoints of Robertsonian translocations,23 and

support newmodels of ongoing recombination exchange.21

Additionally, T2T assemblies have opened the door to base-

level studies within centromeric regions,22,24,25 which has

allowed the scoring of satellite DNA variants26 and the pre-

cise epigenetic mapping of CpG base modifications27 and

centromere-protein enrichment,22,24 resulting in detailed

models of array evolution at sites of kinetochore assem-

bly.22,28 Access to high-resolution maps of satellite arrays

will advance evolutionary studies of rates of non-homolo-

gous crossover and conversion and also require the develop-

ment of methods29 to confidently align satellite arrays and

performmeaningful variant calling. In doing so, low-resolu-

tion labels such as ‘‘heteromorphisms,’’ traditionally

defined cytogenetically by visible gains and losses of satel-

lite DNA staining, will become enhanced as we adopt a

more meaningful definition of the underlying genomic

structure necessary to understand centromere identity and

function and its role in chromosomal aneuploidies. Overall,

the ability to read genomes completely will offer new

insight into missing heritability and new models of muta-

tion and establish a new standard of comprehensive genetic

association with human health and disease.
Routine access to complete genomes will require

another step change in technologies

The cost, throughput, and computational infrastructure to

routinely create and analyze T2T-phased genomes are still

currently rate limiting. The mechanics of how to do so,

however, have largely been solved over the last few

years—a combination of more accurate long-read

sequencing with extremely long read lengths (>100 kbp)

has led to the development of new assembly algorithms

that can now phase and assemble most of the human

genome if sufficient high-molecular-weight DNA can be

generated. Verkko14 and hifiasm1 both couple the accuracy

of high-fidelity (HiFi) PacBio data31 to create the backbone

of large sequence contigs with the scaffolding potential of

ultra-long ONT data32 to assemble the maternal and

paternal complement of chromosome arms and, in some

cases, entire chromosomes.33 Moreover, both long-read

sequencing platforms continue to improve throughput, in-

crease accuracy, and reduce costs. The release of the PacBio

Revio sequencing platform has been estimated to increase

throughput by more than 5-fold, while ONT continues to

develop new nanopores and duplex sequencing to

improve sequencing accuracy.34 At present, we estimate

the underlying sequencing costs for generating 30-fold

sequence coverage from each of the two long-read

sequencing platforms to be less than $5,000. If including
nal of Human Genetics 110, 1832–1840, November 2, 2023 1833



A

B

Figure 1. Sequence resolution of complex, biomedically relevant human genetic variation
(A) Sequence resolution of LPA, including the region encoding the Kringle IV domain. Gene structure for 20 human haplotypes and 4
chimpanzee haplotypes (PTR and PPA) are shown with haplotypes predicted to be at risk for cardiovascular disease (CVD) and stroke
based on the reduced number of Kringle IV domains highlighted in red (adapted from Vollger et al.19). CN, copy number; NHP,
nonhuman primate; pat, paternal; mat, maternal; pri, primary; alt, alternate.
(B) Structural differences in the organization of the SMN1 and SMN2 loci revealed by long-read sequence and assembly of two human
haplotypes (adapted from Vollger et al.30), which includes an inversion (orange) and ordering of shared segments (blue) across regions
enriched with segmental duplications (illustrated as colored arrows with orientation indicated).
labor, computational infrastructure, as well as additional

ancillary technologies, such as Hi-C needed for phasing,

one can generate nearly complete phased genomes with

fewer than 100 gaps for �$10,000–15,000. It remains to

be seen whether best practices for T2T genomes will

continue to involve the use of both platforms or if a single

platform will emerge. It is clear, however, that costs will

drop and throughput is increasing, thusmaking phased ge-

nomes a possibility for basic research pursuits.
1834 The American Journal of Human Genetics 110, 1832–1840, Nov
Beyond the mechanics, a greater challenge facing hu-

man geneticists is to accurately represent the complexity

of human genetic variation being uncovered. Unlike the

bulk of human genetic variation (i.e., SNVs), which

involve the change of a single base from one nucleotide

to another, much of the newfound variation being uncov-

ered is more complex in nature involving structural

changes, copy number changes of entire genes, interlocus

gene conversion, or even the complete evolutionary
ember 2, 2023



turnover of large swathes of portions of the genome (e.g.,

centromeres, acrocentric short arms).21,22,35 While many

tools have been developed in the last couple of years to

visualize36 and understand the evolutionary dynamics of

such regions, cataloging these differences between human

haplotypes and recording them in the form of a standard

VCF is a particular challenge. Placing such variation into

the context of human haplotypes, however, is a huge

advantage that will be made possible by the emergence

of more sophisticated genotyping tools to facilitate geno-

typing of these and other complex regions of the

genome.37,38 As studies shift from one to hundreds of ge-

nomes,39,40 it is clear that one reference genome is an

incompletely sufficient baseline for comparison and un-

derstanding the complexity of human variation.
A pangenome reference resource will represent

common and shared haplotypes

There is a need to modernize the human reference genome

to better reflect the full range of genomic diversity across

the globe. In doing so, this new reference resource will

contain a more accurate and diverse representation of

global genomic variation, improve disease-association

studies across populations, expand the scope of genomics

research to the most repetitive and polymorphic regions

of the genome, and serve as the ultimate genetic resource

for future biomedical research and precision medicine. Ge-

netic variations between individuals can impact the effec-

tiveness of medical treatments and influence the risk of

developing certain diseases. By creating a more diverse

genome reference, we can better understand these varia-

tions and develop more personalized and effective medical

treatments. Additionally, the diversity of human genomes

reflects the complex history of human migration and evo-

lution. By including a more diverse range of genomes in

the reference, we can gain a more comprehensive under-

standing of human history and evolution. To address this

challenge, the Human Pangenome Reference Consortium

aims to develop and release a new human reference

resource that is defined by hundreds of aligned common

human haplotypes (i.e., observed with an allele frequency

of 1%), known as ‘‘pangenome.’’ This new pangenome

reference will be an important foundation for identifying

and predicting the functional outcomes of variants across

diverse populations.

There are two stages to the development of a new human

pangenome reference. The first involves the production of

a series of nearly complete haplotype-resolved genomes

where all genes and genetic variants are represented line-

arly and the diversity of human genetic variation is

adequately surveyed. The second involves the develop-

ment of methods to represent this diversity where the

shared parts are distinguished from those that are variable

(Figure 2) and, as a result, all subsequent human genomes

can bemapped better than they would to a single reference
The American Jour
genome.41 The goals are simple: eliminate the reference

bias introduced by mapping to a single reference and,

thereby, improve the mapping and genotyping accuracy

of genomes more distantly related to that single reference.

A particularly popular approach in the field of computa-

tional genomics has been attempting to develop graphical

models of the pangenome.42While details on construction

and visualization vary, multiple sequence alignments

essentially undergird pangenome graphs where the varia-

tion between any two linear haplotypes is represented as

‘‘bubbles’’ of various sizes and the individual linear haplo-

type sequences can be reconstructed as a path or a walk

through the graph (Figure 2). The first human pangenome

graph using 47 human genomes (94 haplotypes) was

recently constructed using three different approaches al-

lowing variation in more structurally complex loci (e.g.,

HLA, RHD,CYP2D6, etc.) to be better represented and char-

acterized.39 Importantly, the results showed that the pan-

genomic approach outperformed all other approaches

not only for the characterization of structural variation

but also for smaller variants, including single-nucleotide

polymorphism and indels, significantly decreasing errors

and improving accuracy genome-wide. The routine gener-

ation of human genomes is thus an essential endeavor, as

additional genome data augment the pangenome’s robust-

ness and precision, ensuring it remains the most effective

tool for mapping, genotyping, and interpreting human ge-

netic variation.
Bold predictions

In this perspective, we have taken the position that added

value of complete genetic information will make T2T ge-

nomes of individuals an inevitability for both basic and

clinical research. Given this, we conclude by making five

bold predictions with respect to its impact on our field.
Understanding new mutational mechanisms and their

relationship to human health

Routine and comprehensive human genome sequencing

and mapping are poised to revolutionize our understand-

ing ofmutational mechanisms and their impact on human

health. Three such mechanisms are ectopic exchange for

acrocentric DNA,21 recombination processes that drive sat-

ellite evolution in centromeric DNA,28 and interlocus gene

conversion of segmental duplications.30 Acrocentric DNA,

which contains repetitive sequences at the ends of chro-

mosomes, is prone to ectopic exchange—a process where

non-allelic homologous sequences recombine. This can

result in chromosomal rearrangements and has implica-

tions for genetic disorders, such as Robertsonian transloca-

tions. Similarly, segmental duplications, which are sizable,

identical DNA sequences found in different locations

within the genome, can undergo interlocus gene conver-

sion, a non-reciprocal transfer of genetic information be-

tween the duplicated segments. This process can alter
nal of Human Genetics 110, 1832–1840, November 2, 2023 1835



Figure 2. A graph-based representation of structural variation of the CYP2D6/D7 locus
(A) GenesCYP2D6 andCYP2D7 are annotated on a graph-based representation of the locus (indicated as blue, light blue, and green color
blocks). Variable portions are indicated as bubbles.
(B and C) Six different paths (starting from red and ending in blue) are depicted (B) based on linear representations (C) of this structurally
polymorphic locus from 94 human genomes (adapted from Liao et al.39). The count and frequency of each haplotype is shown in the
table.
gene function or regulation and change susceptibility to

genomic disorders by homogenizing large swathes of

sequence to be 100% identical in specific human haplo-

types. More recently, additional mutational mechanisms

associated with segmental duplications have become

apparent from the generation of phased genome assem-

blies, namely, an increased SNV mutation with a transver-

sion bias of cytosine to guanosine in segmental duplica-

tions when compared to unique DNA30 and recurrent

inversion toggling as a result of non-allelic homologous

recombination between inverted segmental duplica-

tions.43 In contrast, satellite DNA found enriched in hu-

man centromeres evolve extensively through mechanisms

of intrachromosomal exchange that result in haplotype-

specific variation.44 The interchromosomal exchange be-

tween repeat copies of shared homologs is less frequently

observed, and interchromosomal exchange between non-

homologs is expected to be rare.22,44,45 Changes in the

satellite array structure spanning known regions of kineto-

chore assembly and centromere function can impact chro-

mosome segregation during cell division.46 Therefore,

advancing studies of the mutational mechanisms of

centromeric satellite arrays offer new insight into studies

of aneuploidy,47 a condition associated with various disor-

ders such as Down syndrome, Edwards syndrome, and

certain cancers.48,49 As we move toward regular, complete

genomemapping, our capacity to detect, study, and under-

stand these events will greatly improve, paving the way for

more effective genetic diagnostics and understanding of

disease susceptibility.
1836 The American Journal of Human Genetics 110, 1832–1840, Nov
Evolutionary reconstruction of every base pair of the

human genome

With routine access to comprehensive genomes of diverse

species across the phylogenetic tree, we are given a unique

opportunity to completely sequence the DNA from closely

related species (e.g., chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan,

etc.).50 Given sufficient depth and breadth, it should be

possible to reconstruct the ancestral state of each base

pair in the human genome.51 By comparing these com-

plete genomes, we can isolate fixed genetic differences in

humans and delineate the evolutionary pathways that

make us unique as a species. This form of comparative ge-

nomics can identify functionally important regions

conserved across species and changes specific to the hu-

man lineage. Unveiling these human-specific genetic vari-

ants as well as the normal pattern of variation in other pri-

mates may provide unprecedented insights into our health

and disease. It has been estimated, for example, that there

are more than 500 extant nonhuman primate (NHP) spe-

cies.52 We anticipate complete T2T sequencing within

the next decade of all NHPs and the patterns of naturally

occurring ‘‘benign’’ variants observed in these NHP line-

ages will better inform or classify human mutations associ-

ated with disease as has been recently demonstrated.53

Additionally, NHP projects matched with increased pop-

ulation surveys of complete human genomes will allow us

to readily detect sequences that were introduced through

interbreeding between modern humans and archaic hom-

inins.54–56 Despite the well-established fact thatHomo sapi-

ens originated in Africa, there is ambiguity about the
ember 2, 2023



distinct paths of human evolution and the patterns of

migration throughout the continent. The recent model

by Ragsdale et al.57 proposed that Homo sapiens descended

from several varied African populations, with the first

noticeable divergence happening 120,000–135,000 years

ago, following extensive genetic intermixing.With T2T ge-

nomes we will be able to expand our classification of intro-

gressed sequences across population sampling and repre-

sentation of new structural variants in repeat-rich,

complex regions. Notably, in centromere regions where

meiotic recombination is rare, the intact transmission of

centromere-spanning haplotypes (or ‘‘cenhaps’’) can reveal

large, megabase-sized regions of archaic genetic informa-

tion to advance our understanding of uncharacterized

structural variation in humans.58 Such expanded catalogs

of archaic DNA in T2T assemblies can improve evolu-

tionary models of human prehistory and support studies

of introgressed variants in extant humans that have an as-

sociation with disease.59–61

Single-cell genomics to broaden catalogs of somatic

mutation and cellular function

Our bodies are a complex collection of multiple genomes,

with each cell housing a potentially unique version of our

DNA. This somatic variation plays a crucial role in human

health and disease, including aging and cancer. As cells

divide and differentiate, they can acquire genetic and

epigenetic changes—an essential process for the develop-

ment and diversity of cell functions but also a potential

root of diseases when these changes are abnormal. The

ability to produce donor-specific T2T-phased genome as-

semblies of an individual early in life would serve as a guide

to chart all subsequent somatic changes that emerge or

become clonally expanded as that individual ages. An indi-

vidual’s assembly, thus, could provide a powerful reference

to pinpoint new somatic mutations, expression changes,

or even methylation differences using single-cell readouts

from biopsiedmaterial or tumor-matched control material.

As single-cell RNA and genome sequencing progress from

short to long reads, the precision and accuracy of detecting

such changes would become exquisite. It should be noted

that significant technological advances in the amplifica-

tion of single-cell DNA would need to occur first to benefit

from long-read sequencing because current protocols

require high-molecular-weight DNA, which is difficult to

obtain from a single cell. Deep long-read single-molecule

sequencing directly from tissue specimens (e.g., microdis-

section) may prove to be more informative, providing

higher-quality data to detect somatic events. Nevertheless,

the ability to rapidly determine complete genetic and

epigenetic maps across single cells would more generally

provide invaluable insight into cellular biology and func-

tion. It would enable us to chart the life history of each

cell, understand its current state, and predict its future be-

haviors. Such detailedmapping could uncover new dimen-

sions of biological complexity, guide precise interventions

for diseases like cancer, and potentially illuminate the
The American Jour
mechanisms of aging at a cellular level. This technological

capability is therefore a promising frontier for advancing

personalized medicine and our overall understanding of

human health.

Reference genomes from affected individuals will serve

as a valuable resource for future medical records

Routine access to fully sequenced genomes of affected indi-

viduals is poised to significantly improve clinical care. Each

person’s genomic information can serve as a powerful tool

for personalized medicine, allowing healthcare providers

to understand an individual’s unique genetic makeup

and potential susceptibilities to diseases, including how

that changes over time due to somatic mutation (see

above). In essence, an affected individual’s genome be-

comes a crucial part of their medical record, influencing

everything from disease risk assessment to early detection

to therapeutic intervention. It could enable more accurate

diagnosis, targeted treatments, and even preventative stra-

tegies tailored to the person’s specific genetic profile. An

immediate beneficiary of such knowledge would be phar-

macogenomics. Knowledge, for example, of the precise

copy number of functionalCYP2D6 andCYP2D7 (Figure 2)

gene copies would guide physicians on the medications

and dosages that are likely to be most effective and least

harmful based on the affected individual’s genetic makeup.

In this light, it is noteworthy that large biobank

sequencing efforts, such as the All of Us program, have

recently added long-read sequencing of participants’ ge-

nomes to the repertoire of sequencing technologies

(https://allofus.nih.gov/).

Expanding a global genomics community and

information sharing to advance healthcare

The original Human Genome Project was supported by an

international team of researchers.62,63 However, it was a

very expensive project that required state-of-the-art labora-

tory infrastructure and equipment, so not all countries

around the world could equally participate.64,65 Although

the genome sequence has been shared openly and without

restriction, there continues to be an imbalance in who

immediately benefits from having access to a human refer-

ence genome—both financially and through new drug

development.66 Therefore, when emphasizing the goal of

reaching routine access to T2T genomes, it is important

to recognize this current inequity and consider benefit

sharing at the global scale. Here, we propose a final bold

prediction that genome technologies will work to broaden

international access to routine genome sequencing and an-

alyses. This would mean that long-read sequencing tech-

nologies must be affordable and readily accessible globally.

Sequencing instruments, experimental reagents, and sup-

plies should be optimized in a way to permit long-distance

shipping at ambient temperatures. Further, to ensure the

broadest benefit sharing to researchers, clinicians, and cit-

izens in the most remote, resource-limited parts of the

world, new technologies should work to remove the
nal of Human Genetics 110, 1832–1840, November 2, 2023 1837
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requirements of expensive laboratory infrastructure,

reduce the need for high-speed internet and computa-

tional resources for data processing, and alleviate the

need for ice or dry ice in protocols. This will mean that

genome technologists need to reframe the goal of routine

T2T genome sequencing through the lens of ‘‘who will

have access to this new technology,’’ ‘‘who will immedi-

ately benefit financially and through improved health out-

comes,’’ and ‘‘how do we position a new global workforce

capable of studying medically actionable variants using

these new data.’’
Concluding remarks

We are moving into an era where complete genomic infor-

mation will be an important driver for precision medicine

and clinical care. Therefore, we need to ensure that the

ability to read our genome is a common global technology

and is accessible to all. The promise of genome medicine

should be a fundamental human right. This bold predic-

tion, we believe, is not purely science fiction as we have

seen early indications that the global community can rally

and prioritize access to sequencing technology in efforts to

combat COVID via variant tracing during the pandemic.67

We recognize, however, that global access is an ideal situa-

tion and one which will require dealing more directly with

both social and economic inequities that still plague hu-

mankind first and foremost. Ultimately, the bases of a hu-

man genome sequence is a universal language, and it is

time that we work together to make sure that this new

technology is globally accessible to advance the promise

of precision medicine and to improve health outcomes

around the world for its citizens.
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